Board of Governors’ Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching Award

Past Recipients

- 2019-2020  Karan Vanayagamoorthy, Civil and Environmental Engineering
- 2018-2019  Aaron Sholders, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
- 2017-2018  Tod Clapp, Biomedical Sciences
- 2016-2017  Shrideep Pallickara, Computer Science
- 2015-2016  Lori Peek, Sociology
- 2014-2015  Stephanie Clemons, Design and Merchandising
- 2013-2014  James Pritchett, Agricultural and Resource Economics
- 2012-2013  Patricia A. Ryan, Finance and Real Estate
- 2011-2012  Branislav Notaros, Electrical and Computer Engineering
- 2010-2011  Matthew Hickey, Health and Exercise Science
- 2009-2010  A.P.W. Bohm, Computer Science
- 2008-2009  Margarita Maria Lenk, Accounting and Computer Information Systems
- 2007-2008  Darrell G. Fontane, Civil and Environmental Engineering
- 2006-2007  Richard Knight, Forest, Rangeland, and Watershed Stewardship
- 2005-2006  Doug Hoffman, Marketing
- 2004-2005  Stephen Thompson, Chemistry
- 2003-2004  David Alciatore, Mechanical Engineering
- 2002-2003  Dana Hoag, Agricultural and Resource Economics
- 2001-2002  Robert Richburg, School of Social Work
- 2000-2001  Robert Zimdahl, Bioagricultural Sciences and Pest Management
• 1998-1999  Dale Hein, Fishery and Wildlife Biology
• 1997-1998  John Olienyk, Finance and Real Estate
• 1996-1997  Frank Vattano, Psychology
• 1995-1996  Reza Zoughi, Electrical Engineering
• 1994-1995  Patrick Fitzhorn, Mechanical Engineering
• 1993-1994  Ann Gill, Speech Communication